




• Testing ideas and new products quickly and expecting

the majority to fail. People can spend too long developing

a product or service for which there is simply no market,

or for which someone else is quicker to market. Once

the business proposition is validated, ask should this be

internally rolled out or externally acquired? The quicker the

turnaround in this iterative process of idea-> validation->

execution, the higher the chance of success.
• Refocusing. Realistically measure and assess

underperforming areas of the business and either

discontinue product lines or divisions or consider divesting

them. This can free up capital to pursue either core

competencies or new areas of growth. IBM took a cold

hard look at themselves and decided to exit the hardware

business that they had been dominant in for so long to

become a cloud computing, analytics, cognitive computing

and Al company and has finally arrested its declining

revenue numbers. LEGO took the opposite approach and

staved off bankruptcy in 2004 by selling off everything not

vital to its core product and refocusing its product lines.

LEGO has since recorded phenomenal growth.
• Value your human capital. Consider sufficient incentivisation

and appropriate retention of key staff. In our experience, this is

often the single largest contributing factor to poorly executed

M&A. Forecasts mean nothing without experienced, capable

and committed staff to execute the plan.
• Creating redundancy in operational procedures by making

sure key organisational knowledge doesn't sit with any one

person, key supplies can be sourced from multiple vendors,

or computer servers are not sitting in one physical location.
• Creating optionality. By reducing its reliance on any one

particular hardware supplier, Apple has been able to

switch back and forth from vendors to supply computer

components. This optionality insulated Apple from market

changes and supplier dependence, letting them keep a

foot in each camp.
• Similarly, with the Blockbuster example, while we have

the benefit of hindsight, $5om would have been a small

price to pay for the option to see how a new media content

delivery service played out and, if successful, scale up

operations. Today Netflix is worth $17ob and Blockbuster

has gone into bankruptcy.
• Don't assume a static industry in which the status quo will

continue forever. Businesses should always be open to

new ideas and assessing new avenues to grow.

Change is inevitable. It is how quickly you can adapt to it that

will determine your success. Only once a business has incorpo

rated elements of a robust or even an anti-fragile business plan 

is it on the right path to becoming a truly sustainable business. 

Three Sixty Capital Partners Ltd is Staples Rodway's boutique 

Mergers & Acquisitions partner. If you are interested in acquiring 

new businesses, selling down, making a strategic exit, or under

taking a capital raise, speak to your Staples Radway advisor. 


